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Abstract— Testing is a process that never ends even after the software delivery. During the Acceptance testing if some
changes are required in the software in terms of inclusion or exclusion of some module, In such case it is required to test the
software again. But it is not feasible to test all cases. Now the work is to test only the required module instead of testing all.
This whole concept is presented by Regression Testing. But while selecting the test module numbers of available factors are
there. In this proposed work we will assign the prioritization to the test cases based on the number of faults in that module
initially and the module critically level to the fault. According to this fault oriented module analysis the prioritization will be
assigned to the test cases. An optimized approach is defined to perform for regression testing. The optimization is here
performed to generate the regression test sequence using ACO approach. In this paper work an integrated model will used that
will combine all these approaches and generate the optimal test sequence based on test case prioritization. The work will also
design a hybrid approach for the generation of test case prioritization
Keywords—Regression Test Path, ACO (Ant Colony Optimization).
I.INTRODUCTION
Regression testing is selective retesting of a system or
component to verify that modifications have not caused
unintended effects and that the system or component still
complies with its specified requirements. Regression tests are
a subset of the original set of test cases. These test cases are
re-run often, after any significant changes (bug fixes or
enhancements) are made to the code. The purpose of running
the regression test case is to make a “spot check” to examine
whether the new code works properly and has not damaged
any previously-working functionality by propagating
unintended side effects. Most often, it is impractical to re-run
all the test cases when changes are made. Since regression
tests are run throughout the development cycle, there can be
white box regression tests at the unit and integration levels
and black box tests at the integration, function, system, and
acceptance test levels.
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II.GOOD TEST
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The fault ratio must be reduced
No reputation of test cases
The complexity of the software system
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should be reduced.
Test cost should be minimum
Should be conducted by expert
III. SIGNIFICANCE OF WORK
The presented work is about to derive the optimal
sequence of the test case generation under different
prioritization approaches. The presented work will
provide a cost effective sequence of the test case
generation and the analysis. The work is also effective to
analyse the software under different point of views so that
the effectiveness of the code and test cases can be
obtained.
The path testing is a very beneficial white box testing that
play an important role to select the actual code test
sequence as well as to perform the code optimization. The
code optimization is actually performed in terms of
detection of unusable code from the test sequence. There
are number of aspects according to which the code
sequence is decided. Better the test sequence is estimated,
better the testing will be performed. It will also affect the
testing code and test case reusability. The proposed work
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is the implementation of approach that will work the basis
of different priotization vectors and to generate the
optimal sequence of test case generation.
IV. SOURCE OF DATA
As we know to perform the work related to regression testing
we need some code as the case study to identify the test
sequence. Such kind of software model can be taken from
cases studies used by different authors in previous results.
This kind of data will give two benefits. First we need not to
write the input code or activity diagram and will save our
effort as well as the cost. The existing work will give the
benefit of reliability. We can either take some dummy values
to represent the test case or can use some case study used by
earlier researcher.
V. METHODOLOGY
In this present work, an optimized approach is defined to
perform for regression testing. The optimization is here
performed to generate the regression test sequence using ACO
approach. Here the work is defined to generate the test cases
under priority based analysis of available test case specification.
In this work, different approaches are considered to assign the
cost to the test cases. The work also includes prioritizing the test
cases so that the optimal test sequence will be generated.
The work is defined in a layered model. At the initial stage, the
software system is defined in terms of smaller modules. Once
the modules are described, the identification of the test cases
associated with particular module is done. A software module
can be associated with one or more test case. Once the test cases
are identified, the next work is to perform the test cost analysis
using different approaches. One of such approach is to perform
the estimation base of fault analysis. The software fault analysis
is defined as the classification of the test case criticality as well
as relative module criticality. A test case is defined with higher
priority if it is representing some fatal error or the fault. If the
test is defining some normal fault then the priority will be
medium. If the test case is resolving some warning then the
priority will be lowest. Once the priorities are assigned to these
test cases, the cost estimation is also done based on priority
analysis.
After assigning the priorities of these test cases, the next work is
to generate the possible test sequence. This sequence pool work
as the initial data set for ACO process on which the optimization
is performed for generation of the sequence.

The work is here defined to generate the optimal test case
sequence under different constraint analysis so that the
regression testing cost will be reduced. Another method for
assigning the test cost is here defined under user perspective
analysis. The flow of the work is defined here in figure 1.

Test Case Identification
Identification of
Modules

Identification of
Associated Test case

Priority Assignment
Perform Test Fault
Analysis

Assignment Test case
Priority

Optimized Regression Test Sequence
ACO approach for Test Sequence Identification

Figure:1 work flow
VI. ALGORITHM
The proposed work is about to find an optimal regression test
sequence. To find the test sequence, at first the possible path
analysis is performed using ACO approach. Once the
identification of the possible sequence is defined, the
optimization is performed. The work is here defined under
cost and priority analysis. The cost analysis and priority
analysis is performed under fault analysis.
Algorithm: Fault Based
1. Split the software program in N number of software
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modules

1. Split the software program in N number of software
modules

2. Identify the test cases associated with each software
modules.

2. Identify the test cases associated with each software
modules.

3. Identify the faults over each module and based on it assign
the software cost to these software modules

3. Identify the module interaction analysis and based on it
assign the software cost to these

software modules

4. Based on the cost analysis prioritize the test cases.
4. Based on the cost analysis prioritize the test cases.
5. Collect the possible test cases over the flow diagram and
use it as the population set for ACO process.

5. Collect the possible test cases over the flow diagram and
use it as the population set for ACO process.

6. Generate M Ants at random Position
6. Generate M Ants at random Position
7. For i=1 to MaxIterations
7. For i=1 to MaxIterations
[Repeat steps 8 to 9]
[Repeat steps 8 to 9]
8. Perform Ant Analysis to Generate analyse the Test cost
8. Perform Ant Analysis to Generate analyze the Test cost
9. Build the Test Sequence under cost Analysis
9. Build the Test Sequence under cost Analysis
10. Identify the test sequence for optimal sequence
10. Identify the test sequence for optimal sequence
11. If (Exist (Path))
11. If (Exist (Path))
{
{
12. Go to Step 7
12. Go to Step 7
}
}
13. Present new path as the Result Sequence
13. Present new path as the Result Sequence
14. Exit
14. Exit
ALG O RI T HM: M OD UL E INT ER AC T I ON B AS E D
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VII. ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED WORK
As the general case we have assigned the random cost to each
test case and perform the analysis based on this random cost
assignment. The output driven based on this assignment is
shown as under.
a) The obtained Test Sequence of this random cost assignment
is given as
3
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b) The cost driven from the on given approach is given as
Cost = 11.0547

Fig: 2 Cost Analysis (Priority Based Approach)
Here figure is showing the comparative analysis of different
cost testing path cost in case of priority based test path
estimation. Here we have considered the priority between 1
and 3. Case 1 represents when all priority are 1, case 2
represents when all priorities are 2 an case 3 represents when
all priorities are 3. Case 4 represents the priorities assigned in
ascending order and case 5 represents the priority assignment
in descending order. Case 6 represents the random assignment
of the priorities. Here y axis represents the cost of test path.

Fig:2 Cost Analysis (Proposed Vs. Existing)
Here figure is showing the time based comparative analysis
between the priority based test path analysis and the cost
based test path analysis. Here x axis represent these two
approaches and y axis represents the time taken by the
approach. The time is given in milliseconds. We can see that
the fault based analysis is less efficient then priority based
analysis.
Fig:3 Cost Analysis (Fault Based Approach)
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Here figure is showing the comparative analysis of different
cost testing path cost in case of fault based test path
estimation. Here we have considered the fault criticality
between 1 and 3. case 1 represents when all fault levels are 1,
case 2 represents when all fault levels are 2 an case 3
represents when all priorities are 3. fault levels 4 represents
the priorities assigned in ascending order and case 5 represents
the fault levels assignment in descending order. Case 6
represents the random assignment of the fault criticality. Here
y axis represents the cost of test path.
VIII. CONCLUSION
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